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TECHNICAL NOTE NO. 418
—

COMPRESSION-IGNITION ENGINE TESTS 03’ SEVERAL TUELS

By J. A. Spanogle

The tests. repor
k

d in this paper were made to devise ~
simple engine tests would rate fuels as to their com-
parative value and their suitability for the operating con-
ditions .of the individual engine on which the tests are
made. Three commercial fuels wereused in two test engines
having combustion chambers with and without effective air
flow. Strictly comparative performance tests gave almost
identical results for the three fuels. Analysis of l.ndica-
tor carde allowed a differentiation between fuels on.a ba-
sis of rates of combustion. The same comparative ratings
were obtained by determining the consistent operating range
of injection advance angle for the three fuels. The diffe~
euce in fuels is more pronounced in a quiescent combustion
c’hamber than in one with high-velocity air flow. A fuel is
considered euitable for the operating conditions of an en-
giae with a quiescent combustion chamber tf it permits the
injection, of the fuel to be advanced beyond the optimum
without exceeding allowable knock or allowable maximum cyl-
inder pressures. .

INTRODUCTION

.

Much interest has beeri shown in the development of
fuels for internal-combustion engines and improvement in
enf;iae performance has been a direct result of the improve’-
raent ,of fuels. The evaluation of the results of efforts to
improve fuels requires that there be a suitable standard
set up for the comparison of the operating characteristics
of the different fuels involved. The standard known as OC- ,
tane number has been adopted for fuels for spark-ignition
engines, and is apparently quite satisfactory. In the rat- ,1
ing of fuels for compression-i”gnition engines much work has “-
been done without arriving at an adequate standard although
arbitrary ratings have been developed give a good cow

.
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parative ranking to a series of fuels, The complex inter-
relation of the variables affecting combustion in a com-
pression-i~aition, fuel-injection engine makes it difficult
to set up a satisfactory standard, of engine characteristics
and test conditions withotit which it will be much more dif-
ficult to erect the standard for the fuel.

!Che characteristic of’afu61 that is conceded to be of
utmost importance in determining its usefulness is its ig-
nitability. The usual method of evaluating this ignltibil-
ity is by measurement of the ‘ignition lag.

“r

For these “tests
ignition lag is considered to be the interval between the

(

start of the injection of fuel and the point at which the

v
Q “’ pressure in the cylinder %ecohes greater than the compres-
#:. .~“ion.(or expansion) pressure would be if no ignition oc-

ou~ped,’ .k..-. This definition of ignition lag is not dependent
qpon:.the experiment6r~s con’cbption of what constitutes lg-

. .nition but is considerably dependent upon th”e ap~aratus
used for, establishing the endpoints, bspe”ei.ally the indi-
cating apparatus with which the pressure-time or press,ure-
volume cards are taken.”

The engine tests reported herein” were started with the
ideaof developing a iaethod’ of rating fuels on a perform~
,ance.basis btit it was soon realized that the fuels used for
the tests were included with-in a small part of the range. of
possible fuels for fuel-injeotioq engines and that no great
iiifferpuce in performance could be expected when engine
tests were made under s+irictly comparable-operating condi-
tions. It was, therefore, decided to try to establish tests
which would give a satisfactory differentiation between
several fuels and which woul&.”give some indication of the
operating conditions under which a particular fuel might be
used in an individual engine.

!Fhese tests were made in the powe%-plants laboratory
of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics during
December, 1931 and Januar”y, 1932. ‘

FUELS AND APPARATUS

“—

—

.r

—

.,,

.,,, . The commercial fuels uqed in these tdsts will be Te- ..... .
far,re&:t,eas fuels 1, 2, and 3; Fuel”l”wai-bought in the
open marke,t by competitive bids base”d on U, 5.” Government
specifications. I?uols 2 and 3 were furnished by another *

●✎
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refiner. Fuel 2 is a recently developed product especially
recommended for use ‘in high-speed;. cornpression-$gnition, .
fqel-iqjectione ngines; : Fuel 3:is %he prodtict that has ..
been d#.strilnzted by this refiner fo~.~~ number of years for
,use.~nthe smaller Diesel engines.

,.. ,,.,
, :.,,. :...

‘~The atmospheric distillation curves” ‘tiftliethi&e f~~ls
-.

{ are shown in Figure 1, The.high initial distii-lation ‘range
of fuel 2 should be noted..

.I
I The tests were run on. ttio differerit ‘single-cylinder

test engines, one of which had a precombustion chamher with
a.high velocity of air flow, the other had a vertical disk
form of combustion” chamher iu &hich there wak~-’noeffective
air flow,. Consequently,: the. ‘tests included the two extremes
of air flow in combuet’i-on chambers. The t“e”stconditions
were standard’ throughout’ except “far the varia%les hoted,’
although less %han the customa%y time was used for” pr-eci”se
adjustment of temperatures ahd ‘b*her engine--operating con-
ditions. because.loth the time allotted to” the tests and the
fuel availa%le were limited. Th’e compression ‘ratios’.”ofthe
engines were adjusted so that the compression pressures”
were the same.

.
,.

,.,.

The start of the ‘injection of “the fuel was determined
by obs-ervihg simultaneously the spray and the. scale on the
flywheel’of the” engine by means of “a Sfroborama”; This Oh

servation was made. at atmospheric pressure lut as” no dif-
ference in tinting has been found with these injection sys-
tems between the start of the spray, in the atmosphere and
in a pressure chamber it is assumedthat.the’ start would be
the same in the engine.

..., ...’...,.
,, ..... ‘. ..::.. -.

Itidtc’ator cards were taken with a Farn%oro iridicator.
l?rom these indicator cards the breakaway of the pressure

F line was determined both during the analysis for rates of
combustion and by visual inspection. . “

.
. ‘1. /- Full-1oad fuel quanti’ty is the calculated quantity of

{
fuel necessary for combustion with the amount of air in-’
ducted per.~troke. This quantity was considered to be’the
same for all fuels in these tests. The variation in ch6m-
ical composition and the difference in inducted air quan-
tity was considered in~ufficietit to affect the data”, Also
in calculating percentages of heat dissipation all fuels
were considered to have the sane B.t.u. content. .... .
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Engine knock”;”intensiti”es we~s,determined entirely by
ear in all tests %y the same operator for either engine.
The fncidence of iiissing.was determined by retarding the
injection slowly enough for the engine temperatures to be-
come stabilized. If the retarding is done too quickly the
difference in tbmp”e-rature of the combustion cham%er walls‘...
will have an effe’ct on the miss determination.

.,.,. TESTS AND TEST RESULTS..
.,. ..
..

‘The comparative parfo.im”ance tests included. var5.abl6-
fuel-quantity runs on both test engines. In addition to
~he”usual performance data at full-load fuel quantity and
1,500 r.p.m., indicator cards, heat. dissipation data, and
exhaust gas samples were taken. Starting, idling, and ac-
celeration were noted during the.t.ests, but no special
tests were made to differentiate ’.between the fuels. The
allowable knock-to-miss range of injection advance angle
was determined on both engines. .

Var3.able-speed tests were run. with all three fuels on-
ly’ on tine‘test unit with the quiescen~ combustion chamber,
The noncomparat~ve tests were run on the same test unit ‘and
included. -engine performance tes$.e with variable-injection
advance angle and both constant %.m.e.p. and- constant fuel
quantity.

..

I?he starting, idling, ‘and acceleration characteristics
of all three “fuels were nearl~ the same on both test units
except that acceleration was slightly smoother with fuel 2;
fuel, 3 requireda larger fuel quantity and earlier injec-
tion for starting in the combustion chamber with air flow.

The performance curves” of the variable-fuel-quantity
runs with the combustion chamber with air flov. were so
nearly identical tha”t no: “differentiation was possible. An
analysis of the indicator cards showed that ,the ignition
lag was” the same for ‘,all,fuels but that ,:$&e,maximum cylin-
der pre”ssu”re”akd “the :rnax”imumrate of “c.ombustiog were least
fmr fuel 2 and only slightl”y greater f-orlfuels.~ and 1..
Exhaust-gas analy”sis indicated that fuel 2 utilized abgut””2

@

‘
-+

.—

--

—

.—

=-

—

.-

*-

. .

per cent more of” the:available air ,than .d~d the other ftiels.
Heat-dissipation’ data” fbr all t’hree fuels were the 6ame
within experimental error.

.

,
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The’ only marked differ~ncein the three fuels when
used in the combustion chamber with air flow was in the
range of injection advance angle over which the fuel would
allow t-ne engine to ope~ate.steadily and without excessiv~
knock. The range,was 4 for fuel-l, 5° for ,fuel 3, and 8
for fuel 2.

The variable-speed runs on t,hetest unit with the .
quiescent combustion chamber were made at full-load fuel
quaatity and were obviously not suited fo,r comparative
tests on account of the variety of injection advance angles
required. As this laboratory is primarily interested in
engines “operattng a.t high qpeeds, it was considered suffi-
cient to note that there is no contrast between the fuels
at 1,250, 1,500, aad 1,750 r.p.m. ,

The.v.ariable-fuel-quantity performance data from the
eagtpe with the quiescent combustion chamber were similar
to those of the combustion chamber with air flow in that
the curves were,almost identical on a comparative basis,,
i.e., with tke ,s,ame injecti~n,advance angle. Fron a corn-
parison”of the data “at full-load fuel quantity the heat
dissipation was the same for all fuels and the exhaust-gas
analysis indicabed that fuel 3 was utilizing about 3 per
cent less air than the other fuels”. The miss-to-knock range
was about 16° for fuels 1 and 3 whereas that of fuel 2 was
more than 30°.

.. ,.

The most distinct differentiation between the three iyr~.,-~.y
..

fuels was obtained by analysis of the indicator cards from.> ,$~”,’
these full-load fuel tests. Figure 2 shows the rates of .;rw.~-==
combustion and the first par

+With /
of the total-fuel-burned .-”

curves as determined by the ngine-analysi.s sect ion.
the same injection advance B,T.C.) both fuels 1
and 3 start burning at top center while fuel 2 gets started
at 20 B.T.C. and therefore has only three-quarters of the
ignition lag of the other fuels.. With this shorter igni-
tion lag fuel 2 started burning at a slightly faster rate
but reached its maximum quickly; the other fuels started
their lxrrning %oth later and more slowly and reachad higher
maximum rates of lurning.

:Indicator cards were. “taken with .the injection starting
at top center so that the .’compre~sion line.tind.er load would
be determined more accurately than would be possible from a
motoring card. , The peaks of these cards are reproduced in
Figure 3“ and are included because they show very clearly

,, ..
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how ‘the,:igni.tioncharacter i-s,ticsof the fuel .af,fect the
course of the press,ure line and the rate-of-pressure rise,

,“ . .,
Although the method may be less exact, a visual iq-

spectio,n of, the cards ,(1.A.A. 8° B.T,~.) under a graduated
cellu~oid mask shows the breakaway of the power.-pressure
line at 3° B,T. C. for fuel 2 and for fuels 1 and 3 within
1/2° of top center. The same nqt.hod applied to. the cards

—
.—

● wit-h.iiljee.t.ionat top center iqdicate ~,~qition lags of 9°
for fue.1 2., 13° for fuel 3, and 15°.for fuel 1.

..

The results of these strictly comparative te,sts showed
that it would be possible to operate the engine with. fuel 2
at greater injection advance angles than those to which,.the
oth”er fuels were limited by. their knocking “prop’ensititq.e.
Accordingly the injection was advanced until finally a lim-
it..was.reached when cylinder pressures became excessive al-
though the combustion sound indicated that t~e knock had

.-

not increased to al>owable intensity.
.. .. .-,.

This c,han.g,efr.ou,.:thelimitation of ,inj’qction adva,nc.e
—

by allowable knock to limitation by’ allowablecylinder pree- , ...
.sures iq very desirable in laboratory tests, and had occurred
once before during super.chargi.ng tests ~i.th this same com-
bustion chanib,er. The elimination of determining the injec- .

[i

1

tion advance by allowable knook. i,ntpnsities removes the
p,oss.ible variation in judgment of these knoclk Intensities

-\ and allows a coriparison of performance on the basis of max-
imum cylinder pressures. With rates-of-pressure rise com-
parable to those.of fuel 2 the values obtaiaed for maximum ,.
‘cylinder pressures ,with different types ,of indicating appa-

.-

ratus will be more nearly the same than with higher rates-
of-pre.ss~re rise. .“

Teets were conducted to determine the optitium injection
advaEce angle witlh fuel 2. Th,ese tests are not to, be di-
rectly.compared with any tests of the other fuels but show
the performance that is possible beyond the range of the
ot%er fuels. Pigure 4 shows the.results of a constant-fuel-
quantity run with vari,able-advance angle and l?igure 6 chows
the results of a run in which thq b.m.e.p. was held con-
stant by reducing the fuel quantity as the injection was ad- .

- vanced. Recollecting that.tbe..perform.qnce. of all three
ame .at 8°.iqject,ion ~dvanc~ .itcan be seen.

that the additional range .a~+ fue’1 .Z:al.lows an .incr.ease of
10 per- ce:ptin p-ower ,..it.htjle,sa~e .fue~ c,ons,umptlon or a re-

—

ducti.om.ofl!5 per .cent, $i~.fa:el. “co~sumption..:w.ith$h,e same”
power as the other fuels.

.“

.
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. Figures 6 ahd::7 are curve s”.of the “same nature and were

obtained %y cross-p,lotting a number of runs. The signifi-
ca~it,.feature of””t’hese four! figures is that the optimum ad-
vance ailgle for fuel,2 ,is 14° B.,T.C. for” the test speed of
:,-~00 r.p.m. The cur+es ’also .show that this value is not

“’critical put may be, exceeded by.6? without impairing per-
.formance, without exceedtng pe~missible cylinder pressures.
and without encountering’ a destru~t’ive knock.. .

,. .,

DISCUSSION “OF”’RESUL’T.;“.. ‘;-. ~

. .
A review of the’ resul,ts .of ,t”h~’comparative tests makes

it apparent that the perfo,r~ance.tests alone. can. not be de-
pended upon to show ariy great “difference in these commer-
cial” fuel-s’for high-speed, c.o’mpres-sio+-ignit.ion, fuel-in”-
jection eng”’i,ne~. H~at dissipatiori doss not show any dif-
ference w,hen”the” te?td” are ,on a comparative basis. . Exhaust-
gas anal’ys’ls.will give’ reliable indications as to the effec-
tiveness ‘of ‘the di”s,tribut-ion’of th”e fuels an~. the complete-

. ness o-f their combustion but the two can not be separated.

.

.

A comparison of the results in a combustion chamber
with high velo’city air flow with those in a quiesce.n”t com-
bustion cham’bek” shows that the combustion process with air
flow is relatively fixed atiil’that the fuel lhas little ef-
fect on rates of combustion or” rates of pressur,e rise. In
the quiescent combustion chamber, however, the fuel does
have a considerable effect on the combustion process as I
evidenced by the difference “in rates of combustion and
rates. of pressu”re rise. As these combustion chamtiers are
almost $h”e extremes of the typ’es with and without effective
air’”fl<+, it ,s”eems that the quiescent. combustion chamler is
much”-%ett”er suited to fuel tests because the combustion
chambers with air flow are relatively insensitive to changes
in fuels.

/“

l%%Because the analysis of indicator cards for rates of ~ .
“$com%ustion requires more timq than ”can be afforded ~: :~st$+~z~

‘&~& laboratories for the sole purpose’ of ‘rating fu81s,
desira%le to have some other means of “judging, the relative
merits of fuels. The “hiss-to-knock range of ~,qjeqtion ad-
vance angle &eegs to .sa,t.~s”fy.*3Q..conditions for such a test
of current f,welsg. The .r,~q~~~,em~nt‘of “jud,gme.n,tof equal 0.++
knock i’nteiistti-es”should presefit” rio dif~icu>ties to an ex- &

.
. perienced laboratory engine operator when using fuels which

.
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limit t e injection advance by knocking.
3

Using this knock-to-miss range of injection advance
angle in the combustion chamber with air flow! fuel 2 is
rated better than fuels 3 and 1, which are nearly alike~ .—
and the same ranking is obtained from the rates of combus-
tion and rate-s of pressure rise. In the quiescent combus-
tion chamber the rating is the same but instead of a miss-
to-knock range for fuel 2 t’he advance limit was determined

-.

by the allowable cylinder pressure rather than the allowable
knock so that the term llknocklIIs not applicable in this
case.

The most suitable term for describing this range of
.-—

injection advance angle is Ilthe consistent operating range~’f
As far as the present tests, are concerned this consistent-
operating-range value will rate the fuels as to desirabil-
ity for a particular engine as well as much more complfca-
ted tests. This consi.stent-operatitig-range test may be
made at a fuel quantity between half and full load but the

.

fuel quantity should be the same for all fuels included in
the comparative tests and the test speed must be held con- -.

stant throughout all the tests.

The results of these tests show that in an engine with e.

a quiescent combustion chamber a quick determination of the
optimum injection advance angle may be made by advancing
the injection at constant speed and at a constant fuel quan-
tity %etween three-quarters and full load. If the engine-
operating conditions are suited to the fuel it will be pos-
sible, without knocking or excessive pressure, to reach an
advance angle beyond which there will be no increase in
power. If knocking or excessive pressures occur while the -
power is still increasing during this advance of injection
it- iB” evident that either the engine-operating conditions
or the fuel ,should be changed.

When the engine-operating conditions and the fuel are
mutually suitable a more exact determination of the optimum -
advance angle may be made by advancing the injection of the
fuel at constant load and speed until no further reduction
of the fuel quantity is necessary to maintain tho constant
loading and a minimum specific fuel consumption has been
reached. In these tests the injection advance angle at

-

which the minimum specific fuel consumption is reached coin-
cides with the injection advance angle at which maximum
power is obtained. ,

.
..
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CONCLUSIONS
.,.,.. :.-.... ...- ,~-

These tests indicate that the results of tests in an
engine with a quiescent tom@.st:ion chamber.~qr,e of. more val-
ue in testing present fuels than are the results of tests
.in an ‘engine with a high velocity of air flow in the com-
bustion chamber.

~;&~
In general results with the two types of@-

combustion chambers will be in agreement with -each other,

. ,., ‘# \~
*

For either type of:co~bustion chaxnber”k comparative ~~++~
trating of the fuels may be”o%tained by.noting the coneis- ~ ;; -

tent operating range of the injection advance angle.
‘his’” ‘&+&-range is directly dependbnt upbn.the ignitability of the w

fuel but involves no question of the method of measuring
ignition lag.

...
..-,.

A.ftiel that will allow injectio~~.tq bqadvan~ett’’bgyond
the optimum injection advance ang’le without encountering
excessive knock or excessive .cylind.er pressures” i-s a satisf-
actory fuel for t“hat ~ar:tiicular engine and, its “operating ..
c.ondit.ions. ..I .-....

. . . .. ..”

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratery,~ . . “- ‘
National Ad’visory Committee for Aeronautics,
. . Langley I$ield, Vs., Mar~h” 16P .1932.

.
,,
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Fig.4 Effect of I.A.A. on engine performance,(ful.1load 1500 r.p.m.)
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Fig.5 Effect of I.A.A. on engine perforxoance,(constantm.e.p.).
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